INTERMODALITY
AUTOMATED INTERCONNECTION OF PUBLIC
TRANSPORT AND TAXI SERVICES

RIDE-HAILING
MEETS
INTERMODALITY.
RAPID, YET
SUSTAINABLE
GROWTH.
Enabling sustainable ride-hailing growth by
offering intermodal service to customers
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This case study presents the results of a pilot project conducted by Mileus and Liftago
in Prague, Czech Republic. Through analysing historical and real-time data and
validating the intermodal service with their users, Liftago recognised the business
potential of providing intermodal service to its customers.
The pilot project confirmed multiple opportunities intermodality can bring to Liftago
business such as increased search to ride conversion rate, ride frequency and average
revenue per user (ARPU) as well as improved vehicle utilisation and fleet efficiency.

Liftago is the largest Czech national ride-hailing operator,
offering a ride-hailing app platform that provides passengers
with a choice of nearby drivers with rating, price, and other
real-time information.
The vision of Liftago is to effectively transport people and
goods using as few cars as possible, taking an ethical route
towards a sustainable future.

Mileus provides intermodal mobility API & SDK technology &
analytical tools that enable automated, real-time integration
of public transport and on-demand transportation services
to help taxi and ride-hailing operators boost their revenues,
increase their market share, and gain competitive advantage.
To provide a sustainable, yet comfortable commuting
alternative to private cars, making cities more liveable.

OBJECTIVES
In line with its vision to transport people without crowding the city with cars, Liftago
was looking for ways to continue growing sustainably, without introducing any
negative impact for the city and its residents.
Having identified an opportunity for growth using intermodality, Liftago wanted to
evaluate the business impact of intermodality and validate the potential intermodal
service offering with its customers to make a qualified decision whether to invest into
bringing intermodal service to the market.
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COOPERATION STAGES
Mileus and Liftago have successfully progressed through the three stages required
to evaluate the extent to which an intermodal service would positively influence
Liftago’s business before launching the intermodal operations. This process consisted
of business impact analysis, operational impact analysis, and market validation.

2 WEEKS

1

2-4 WEEKS

2

2 MONTHS

3

4

BUSINESS IMPACT ANALYSIS
Mileus conducted a business impact analysis
for Liftago to evaluate how intermodality would
grow its business and benefit its users.
The analysis was based on six weeks worth of
Liftago’s anonymised historical order and ride
data. No integration was required at this stage.*
OPERATIONAL IMPACT ANALYSIS
Through integration with Mileus API technology,
Liftago was able to analyse the business impact
of offering a new intermodal service based on
its current operational order & ride data (as
opposed to historical data).

MARKET VALIDATION
& CUSTOMER DEVELOPMENT
Integrating Mileus Mobile SDK, Liftago
validated the intermodal service with its users
to get valuable feedback and start developing
the market.

LIVE INTERMODAL OPERATIONS
Liftago now plans to complete the full
integration and launch the intermodal service.
To grow its business and market share.
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Business Impact Analysis

Using historical data to analyse the impact of intermodality

The analysis was based on six weeks worth of Liftago’s anonymised historical
(pre-COVID-19) order and ride data. The business impact analysis revealed how
intermodality would grow Liftago’s business and benefit its users.

GROWING THE BOTTOM LINE WITH
INTERMODALITY
What impact will intermodality have on overall revenue?

MATCHING RIDES WITH
PUBLIC TRANSPORT
71% of all taxi ride searches, whether
converted into a ride or not, can be
matched with public transport to provide
an intermodal service.

DECREASING AVERAGE
ORDER VALUE
The average order value (AOV) of such
an intermodal service is 42% lower
than the AOV of taxi-only rides. With the
potential of additional AOV decrease
brought by ride-sharing.
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INCREASING RIDE FREQUENCY
The AOV decrease will grow ride
frequency by 55% as a result of:
◆ converting more ride searches into rides
◆ passengers ordering more rides for a
lower price per ride.

EXPANDING THE MARKET
Decreasing AOV will also enable ridehailers to tap into more price-sensitive
customer segments as well as attract
residents commuting by private cars or
public transport, thus further developing
the market for the ride-hailer.

GROWING AVERAGE
REVENUE PER USER
The 55% increase in ride frequency will
bring a 20% increase in average revenue
per user (ARPU), after accounting for
natural cannibalisation (30% in the what-if
scenario that Liftago considered) of taxionly rides by the intermodal service.

Tap into more price sensitive customer segments, get the
existing users to ride more and increase ride frequency to
grow your revenue.
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BRINGING MORE RIDE CONVERSIONS
Converting more ride searches into rides in the
workday 4-8 pm peaks.

MATCHING NON-CONVERTING
RIDE SEARCHES
81% of ride searches currently not
converting into rides can be matched
with public transport to provide an
intermodal service.

INCREASING RIDE FREQUENCY
If only 30% of those matched intermodal
offers convert into rides, this conversion
of unrealised rides alone increases ride
frequency by 14%.

INCREASING CONVERSION
TO GROW ARPU
Growing ARPU by 7% as a result of
converting ride searches currently not
resulting in rides.

Instead of letting the user leave your app,
capture the demand more effectively.
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IMPROVING VEHICLE UTILISATION
AND FLEET EFFICIENCY
Generating demand outside city centres to increase
revenue and profits
ELIMINATING DEADHEADING
Deadheading, when drivers are cruising around
in search of passengers or driving to pick up a
passenger, can amount up to 44.8%*. Intermodality
eliminates deadheading as Mileus technology locates
a transfer from public transport to your cars outside
the central congested areas. That way, drivers do not
have to return to the city center to pick up their next
passenger.
IMPROVING VEHICLE UTILISATION
Intermodality enhances vehicle utilisation as
deadheading is decreased significantly and the
average taxi ride within intermodal transport during
the workday 4-8 pm peaks is 59% shorter in distance
and 64% shorter in duration. As a result, there is no
need for additional vehicles and drivers in order to
cover the newly generated demand resulting from
increased ride frequency.
INCREASING REVENUE AND PROFITS
While the AOV of the intermodal service decreases
by 42%, the decrease in distance driven (59%) and
duration (64%) of the of the ride-hailing leg of the
intermodal journey is much larger in comparison
to riding taxi for the whole journey. This results in
increased revenue and profits as well as reduced
emissions by 57%, thus enabling ride-hailers to grow
sustainably.

Decrease deadheading and benefit from improved fleet
utilisation to save costs and increase revenue.

*Cramer and Krueger, 2016, Disruptive Change in the Taxi Business: The Case of Uber
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BENEFITING COMMUTERS
Cheaper than taxi. Faster than public transport.
Comfortable.

CHEAPER THAN TAXI
The price of intermodal transport is on
average 42% cheaper than the price of
a taxi ride.

FASTER THAN PUBLIC TRANSPORT
In comparison to public transport,
intermodal transport during the
workday 4-8 pm peaks is on average
24% faster. For residents that usually
commute 30 minutes by public transport,
intermodality saves 7 minutes per journey
which could give them almost 4 days off
from work per year. For residents from
suburban areas commuting 50 minutes, it
is 12 minutes saved and over 6 days off.

COMFORTABLE
Increase the comfort of your customers
on their last mile of commute. Using
a taxi for the last mile and getting
dropped right at your doorstep is much
more comfortable than commuting
home by public transport only.

Offer your customers a new option to
commute comfortably.
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Operational Impact Analysis

Assessing intermodal impact using current operational data

Through integration with Mileus technology, Liftago was able to analyse the business
impact of offering a new intermodal service based on its current operational order &
ride data (as opposed to historical data). This integration confirmed the results of the
business impact analysis.

DECREASE IN
AVERAGE ORDER
VALUE

INCREASE IN RIDE
FREQUENCY

INCREASE IN
AVERAGE REVENUE
PER USER
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Market Validation

Validating the service with Liftago’s users

Ondrej Kratky, CEO of Liftago
At Liftago, we’ve always wanted to cultivate the
transportation of people and goods in cities sustainably. In
the case of public transport, it means searching for ways to
complement it, rather than compete with it. Mileus helped us
to test what percentage of our customers would be interested
in using such intermodal service and analyse its positive
impact on ride frequency, duration, price, and last but not
least, on the traffic in cities compared to the taxi ride alone.
On market validation results

USERS PARTICIPATING
IN MARKET VALIDATION
Using Mileus Mobile SDK, Liftago
validated the intermodal service in its
app to get user feedback. 2,594 users
were interested in finding an intermodal
transport combination and participated.

USERS WHO WOULD USE THE
INTERMODAL SERVICE
Out of those users whose taxi ride could
be matched with public transport and
who provided feedback, 40% responded
positively when asked whether they
would use the intermodal transport. It
is a realistic assumption that instead of
substituting their current ride-hailing
trips with the intermodal service, these
existing taxi customers would mainly
increase their ride frequency and use
the intermodal service on top of their
existing ride-hailing trips.
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REASONS FOR NOT USING
INTERMODAL TRANSPORT
The users who responded that they
would not use intermodal transport
provided the following reasons.
71% | No reason given
13% | Uncomfortable journey
5% | Departure too early
5% | Price too high
4% | Duration too long
2% | Other

Juraj Atlas, CEO of Mileus
It is only natural and expectable that users preferring a taxi
ride will not find intermodal transport equally comfortable.
However, it is not our intention to convince these users to
switch to the intermodal service. Instead, we want to offer a
sustainable yet comfortable alternative to residents who use
private cars for commuting and provide increased comfort to
commuters who use public transport.
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Next Steps

Launching the intermodal service

Liftago plans to complete the full integration and launch the intermodal service. The
timeline depends on the company’s product prioritisation and decisions regarding
investments into personal urban transportation, with respect to the COVID-19
pandemic situation. The current expectations for launch are set for the second
quarter of 2021.

Ondrej Kratky, CEO of Liftago
To fill cities with cars isn’t the way to go. Instead, we see large
room for growth in intermodality. Mileus solution increases
our ride frequency and opens the door to a more pricesensitive customer segment. Greater user engagement and
more visibility into our users’ transportation intent means
much more efficient demand generation.

Explore the Opportunity
with Mileus

Let’s analyse and evaluate the potential impact of intermodality on
your business. I will be happy to open the discussion and explore
potential cooperation with you.

Juraj Atlas, CEO & Founder of Mileus
juraj@mileus.com

linkedin.com/in/jurajatlas

CONTACT US
juraj@mileus.com
www.mileus.com

